OCEANVIEW GAINS GROUND IN COMMERCIAL MARKET WITH NEW REP

After successfully completing a deal to put OceanView Technologies' night vision cameras on a Jacksonville Fire Department fireboat in Florida, Marine Emergency Response Group (MERG) has signed on to be the company's new sales representative. MERG will cover OceanView's entire night vision camera range in the North American commercial and first responder markets.

"We're very honored to have Marine Emergency Response Group as our new rep," said Mike Bader, OceanView CEO. "With the deal with Jacksonville Fire Department under their belt, this relationship has already proven valuable and we're excited for the future."

"OceanView's night vision cameras are great," said Terry Hill, co-owner and instructor for MERG. "First responders require every tool available to safely operate in all conditions. These cameras offer low-lux and infrared capabilities that provide first responders with a means to operate with better capability and manage risks when urgently responding or simply patrolling."

The new, 70' FireStorm fireboat built by MetalCraft Marine utilizes the OceanView Zeus night vision camera. It features three cameras in one unit, a thermal zoom, low-light zoom and color zoom. The Zeus also has an innovative fiber-optic image-stabilization and lock-on object tracking. The -more-
FireStorm runs at a top speed of 42 knots and utilizes water cannons that can pump up to 14,000 gallons of water per minute.

Marine Emergency Response Group is owned and operated by a team of US Coast Guard licensed captains, each providing years of diversified experience in maritime and fire and rescue operations. It focuses on preparing emergency responders with the skills to handle situations presented during crises and normal daily vessel operations.

OceanView is a world leader in maritime multi-sensor night-vision camera manufacturing. It supplies night-vision to the pleasure craft, sportfishing, super yacht, cruise ship, commercial vessel and military markets. The marinized systems withstand water, salt, corrosion and the tremendous pounding of the sea.

Contact OceanView Technologies, 1181 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL 33487. 954-727-5139; Fax: 954-302-2476. sales@oceanviewtech.com; www.nightboating.com.